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This report covers the lifecycle costs of enterprise mobility solutions supporting business-critical workflows. The research, 
based on a survey fielded to enterprise mobility decision makers, assesses the total cost of ownership (TCO) of critical 
digital assets from acquisition and deployment to support and end of life. Enterprise leaders surveyed represented the 
manufacturing, retail, healthcare, and transportation & logistics verticals. 

The research examines common issues that can affect these solutions, as well as the resulting impact of hardware, software 
and network-related disruptions on workflows. The research also takes a close look at mobile analytics’ ability to identify, 
anticipate, and respond to issues, and the infrastructure required to provide the necessary visibility. This report offers 
enterprise mobility decision makers critical intelligence to support their investment decisions. 

INSIDE THIS REPORT

 » What is the impact of issues experienced by enterprise mobility solutions on workflows?
 » What factors most commonly lead to enterprise mobility solution disruption?
 » How do non-rugged grade mobile devices compare to rugged grade / enterprise class mobile devices?
 » How much visibility do organizations have today into how their mobile solutions are operating and are being used? 
 » How are analytics factoring into how organizations are identifying and addressing potential enterprise mobility issues 

prior to them occurring? 
 » How are mobile device lifecycles changing in the context of inflation and recession?
 » What impact does a tightening labor pool have on mobile device investment decisions?
 » What is the relationship between mobile worker preferences and enterprise mobility investments?

WHAT QUESTIONS ARE ADDRESSED?

The target audience for this report is decision makers within marketing, product development, and sales/business development 
roles at mobile hardware OEMs, system integrators, value-added resellers, and distributors. End users with enterprise 
mobility purchasing, specification, and/or support responsibilities would benefit from reading this report. 

WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT?
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The past three years have proven difficult for enterprise operations, with challenges to the supply chain and increased 
pressure on operational efficiency. Enterprise leaders seeking to balance the need for operational improvement with 
budget limits must make trade-offs as they seek to both incorporate more digitization and extend the lifespan of 
assets. Pushed to optimize performance and tighten margins, mobile workforces rely on devices to share information 
and complete tasks. Mobile devices are constantly evolving, and in addition to making physical processes faster 
and more ergonomic, they can offer data integration, connectivity, and monitoring services. 

As enterprise decision makers work to make the best investment decisions for their organizations’ unique workflows 
and use cases, it is essential that they choose the best mobile solution for their application. A holistic approach to 
mobile solution investment can incorporate both initial adoption costs and overall lifecycle costs of devices. For 
example, lower upfront costs may be accompanied by high failure rates: solutions that fail due to hardware issues, 
software failure, or connectivity challenges can prevent mobile workers from doing their jobs for hours, leading to a 
loss of worker productivity.

TCO analysis should include a comprehensive review of device adoption costs, training costs, support costs, mobile 
device replacement costs over the course of the product lifecycle, opportunity costs resulting from lost productivity, 
etc. This report examines the various components of mobile solution TCO and device deployment decisions, 
providing insights for enterprise mobility decision makers looking to effectively manage their mobile device fleets. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 » Ease of use is a top priority for decision makers when making new technology investments. Looming 
recession has pressured enterprises to use devices for longer, and leaders do not seek devices with the 
cheapest purchase price; rather, ease of use and hardware reliability are top priorities when making purchase 
decisions. As organizations face higher attrition and smaller labor pools, crafting a worker experience with easy-
to-use devices has become an essential factor in crafting a work environment that attracts and maintains talent. 

 » The COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing “great resignation” catalyzed transformations across a range 
of enterprises and shook common enterprise mobility models. In addition to pushing many businesses 
to optimize operations for fewer staff, fear of contamination propelled leaders to increasingly evaluate 1:1 
device sharing models, which could lower the risk of disease spreading between employees. The share of 
businesses that used a 1:1 model exclusively has increased from past years.  

 » Rugged devices continue to have a strong presence in enterprise mobility, although consumer grade 
can be attractive when considering end user satisfaction and BYOD ownership models. Rugged 
devices are assets to mobile environments where respondents report facing dusty conditions, direct sunlight, 
extreme vibrations, wet conditions, occasional or frequent dropping of the device, and extreme temperatures. 
These conditions can put consumer grade devices at risk, even if those devices are used with rugged cases. 
While standards for consumer grade devices have risen in recent years, making their lower adoption costs 
attractive, rugged devices continue to have a lower TCO across many front line mobile worker use cases.

 » Problems persist with issue identification at service centers. A sizeable share of devices sent to a service 
center being returned with “no trouble found” (NTF). There remain significant costs for these issues, for which 
lost mobile worker hours compound with IT service costs, shipping fees, and wait times as devices are rebooted. 
NTF returns put users in a position of precarity, with no issue resolution that could prevent reoccurrence.

KEY FINDINGS
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KEY STATISTICS AT A GLANCE

Over 50% of respondents 
cited dropping devices as 

a top cause of device issues

46.5% of respondents cited 
cracked displays as a top 
symptom of device issues

IT departments take an 
average of 70 minutes to 

address each mobile device 
trouble ticket

Organizations are replacing their 
mobile devices less frequently 
and are now holding onto them 

for an average of 5 years

75% of respondents conduct 
a TCO analysis before 

investing in mobile solutions

Device issues cause 
workers to lose 74 minutes

 of productivity

In comparison to Year 1, IT trouble 
tickets increase by 45% by year 
five for frontline mobile devices

Failure rates of non-rugged/
consumer devices are almost 

3x that of rugged devices
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